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AN EDITORIAL
THE DRAFT - A CRISIS

Quote ^"Newsweek" in a recent article. "Congress had
been thinking of an extension of the draft to CATCH 200,000
students when school terms end." These students are in the
18-19 age bracket. During the questioning by the senate military
committee, General Eisenhower conceded that 18 year-old
youths do not make the best soldiers for the occupation o,f
Germany and Japan. Also said Eisenhower, "Any gamble
with the national security of the' United States at this time is
a gamble with the peace and security of the world." According to eminent engineering authorities the United States is
in dire need of 50,000 trained engineers to maintain progress
and leadership in technical and industrial fields. It is an
acknowledged fact that the technical and industrial leadership
of the United States won World War II.
In view of these facts, do the proposed action of Congress
and the statements of General Eisenhower coincide?
Is not the decline of our progress and leadership in technical and industrial fields a threat to our national security and
therefore to the peace and security of the world? Dr. Vannevar Bush, America's noted research expert, has stated that
our leadership in that field is becoming more seriously threatened by other countries as each day rolls by. Russia and other
foreign countries kept their universities going at full speed
even during the war producing as many trained men as possible. The United states did just the opposite and stripped
the country of such men in the midst of their training and
appears to be set on carrying out the same mad scheme now
in the days of peace.
In many of our college and universities, as here at Clemson, there are many youths who by attending school for
twelve months out of the year, have only nine months or so
to go until they will have their degrees, and will be ready to
enter technical and industrial fields. Are they going to have
their education interrupted at such a' crucial point both to
them and to their country? Some steps should be taken immediately before the end of the current school terms to remedy
this critical situation. Any college student doing satisfactory
work to prepare himself for leadership in technical and industrial fields should be allowed to complete his education.
With the present short length of basic training offered
by the army, the youth being drafted into the army actually
learns little along the line of military preparedness. He is then
sent to Germany, that notorious cesspool of immorality to
have any notions of morals that he may have swept away and
his own active brain become dulled to infinite stagnancy.
And what of the ROTC? In March 1942' the Army had
called 93,000 ROTC officers to active duty; they outnumbered
the regulars almost three to one. They were undoubtedly the
backbone of the Army.
Said General Marshall in his final report as Chief of Staff:
"Just what we could have done in the first phases of our
mobilization and training without these ROTC men I do not
know." An army survey has revealed that two put of every
three company commanders in five typical combat divisions
were ROTC men. One-third of the divisions' officers were
ROTC • trained. A special war-department committee has
studied plans for expanded and.revised ROTC training which
will improve the benefits of such training double-fold. But apparently nothing can be decided until Congress makes some
decision on compulsory military training.
Why?
Until compulsory military training is decided upon, why
can't an ammendment to the draft law be' passed which will
allow men at ROTC colleges to enter the advanced course of
of the ROTC instead of being drafted into the Army? While
preparing themselves for leadership in the techhnical and
industrial fields, they could also be preparing themselves for
leadership in military fields.
It was bad nough to take these ROTC men out of college
in time of war, but perhaps then it was an emeryency for
replacements were desperately needed at the battle-fronts.
At sHch a critical ptriod it was only right that every one do what
was most urgently needed to win the struggle. The same
axiom should be used now; every man should be used to the
fullest advantage. Certainly the drafting of college students,
especially those in the ROTC category, is not following this
axiom.
ROTC assignments could be easily linked with the student's civilian career, a civil engineering student could be commissioned in the corps of engineers, a chemical engineering
student in the chemical warfare section. Those whose civilian
career would not tie in with an army assignment could be
assigned to the infantry, armored corps, or such.
A campus with terrain such as Clemson.'s offers a good
training ground for any branch of the service; the Seneca
River and rugged land is perfect for training engineers, and
the woods and fields are good areas for small unit infantry
problems.
The existing rifle range could be renovated and rapidfire weapons and mortar ranges could easily be set up. The
near-by airports could be used for Air Corps training. No
doubt many other colleges have the same advantages. Additional practical work could be obtained with the Army in the
summer months.
But when will these programs be established? In May the
educational institutions will be emptied of non-veterans, and
it will take sometime to build up a group of such students
again. Action shoull be taken now before this unfortunate
happening occurs!
Ed. Note: The writer of this article is a veteran with combat
service as, an enlisted man.

COLLEGE CALENDAR
April 12 (Friday). Junior-Senior
Banquet and Dance.
April 13 (Saturday): College
Dance.
April 14 (Sunday): Vesper
Services, YMCA, 2:20 and 6:10.
Deputation from the University
of Georgia.
April 16 (Thursday): Fellowship Club meeting, 6:30.
April 19 (Friday): Good Friday.
Special services in College Chapel
at twelve noon.
April 21 (Sunday): Easter Sunclay. Vesper services, YMCA.
April 22 (Monday): Dorothy
Crawford will give Character
Sketches at YMCA under auspices of Kress Fund. No admission

chart*.

Thirty-Nine Students
Taking Advance ROT
The Commandant's Office has
announced that thirty-nine students have enrolled in the Advanced ROTC, thirty-four of
which are in the Infantry unit,
five in the Signal Corp unit.
They received their first pay pf
'$15.83 for 23 days service last
week.
All of the students are taking
the first year advanced course,
"Branch Immaterial", and have
been assigned to companies. They
will not receive officer uniforms
until the present uniform situation is settled. The advanced
enrollees will begin wearing
khaki, as well as the cadet corps,
the 15th of April.
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LUE KEY FACULTY MEMBERS ANNOUNCE
STUBENT WORMS IN CHAPEL PROGRAM k
National Honor, Service
Fraternity Is Revived

Y PRESIDENT,
CABINET ARE
INSTALLED
Dan Kennedy, newly elected
president of the YMCA cabinet,
and twenty members of the 194647 YMCA Cabinet were installed
at Vesper services held Sunday
evening, April 7, in the YMCA.
Dr. J. E. Ward administered the
charge to the new president and
cabinet, and Major S. M. Martin,
chairman of the advisory board,
gave a challenge to the members
of the board.
The members of the newly elected cabinet are as follows: John
E. Reese, Vice-president; W. S.
Reasonover, Secretary and Treasurer; Walter L. Terrell, John S.
Whaley, Henry F. Frierson, John
W. Evans, E. H. Rhame, Claude
R. Smith, Jr., G. C. Wilburn, John
W. Rheney, Jr., C. Gist Brown.
Also, Henry E. Crandall, Joe A.
Berly, Jr., Paul L. Ritchie, Jack
B. Leslie, A. B. Robinson, J. L.
Rivers, E. E. Morris, Addison B.
Carwile, Albert M. Henry.
The newly elected members of
the Advisory Board are Dr. J. C.
Greene and Mr. R. A. MoGinty.

Tiger Airport Is
Opened Here By
Former Student

Dorothy Crawford
Will Present
Program at Y
Kress Fund Will Bring
"One Woman Theater" to
Campus on April 22
Dorothy Crawford, famous for
her original character sketches,is to appear at the Clemson
YMCA auditorium at 7:30 on the
night of April 22 She is brought
here under the auspices of the
Kress FundAs a monologuist, Miss Crawford is truly a "one woman theater", and is universally proclaimed as an actress of unusual
ability, tremendous appeal, and
unforgetable charm. Her sketches are drawn from all corners of
the world—England. India, Nazidominated France, Mexico, and
our own America- These sketches
portray the peoole of these countries and are drawn from varied
walks of life.
Although Miss Crawford has
great original talent, she owes a
great measure of her success to
the care with which she has
trained herself
For years, she
has studied the correct use of
mood, voice, mak'e-up, and costume.
Dorothy Crawford began her
rareer in music, but she toop UD
dramatics and soon had opened
her own studio in San Francisco
Shortly thereafter Miss Crawford was doing monoloaues, her
debut being an immediate success- In 1936-37 she made her
first, ooast-t.o-cosst tour snd during the following year she -went
to Eurooe. In her London debut,
she -won ten curtain calls, a most
unusual occurrence in the conservative British capitalTn New York she was as OOT>nlar as she was*5n London. Critics were lavish in their oraise of
her oerformanee after her onening in the Guild Theater Since
then there has been one transcontinental tour after another with
each more successful than its
predecessor.

The Clemson Chapter of Blue Key, National honorary
leadership and service fraternity, in an impressive chapel
ceremony today tapped thirteen student members from the
present senior and rising senior classes, choosing its membership upon the basis of service to Clemson, leadership
ability, scholarship, personality, and character. Blue Key
serves as the coordinator of all college activities and as a ---i,
connecting link between the administration and student body.
^l
~
Z
The Clemson Chapter of Blue
Key, National honorary leadership and service fraternity, in an
impressive chapel ceremony today tapped thirteen student members from the present senior andj
rising senior classes, choosing i*
membership upon the basis of
service to Clemson, leadership
Bill Austin, former Clemson ability, scholarship, personality,^
student and Army flier, has re- and character. Blue Key serjj
cently opened an airport and air as the coordinator of all cj
service near the campus- The activities and as a cor
airport is located about a quar- link between the adminij
student body.
ter of a mile behind the Clem- and
The
thirteen new mem!
son High School and at present John W.
Califf. Jr.,
has a 2200 foot sod runway. Collins, John
Plans are underway now for a Evans, Henry M.C- Ervin,
Jones
3500 foot cross runway to be con- K. McKinnon, Harold
structed within a few weeksWilliam S- Reasonovd
At this time there are two Ritchie,
L. Foster Their]
planes stationed at the field. G- VanderVoort and E<!
These are Piper Cubs and are
available for rental, student in- Viser.
Califf, (Architectural
struction, or sight-seeing flights from
is edito^
These .two planes are to be re- Tiger, Charleston,
acting
art
of TajTs7
placed, as soon as others are vice-president of editor
the Minarets,
available, by two new Aeronca and a member of the
Tiger BrothChampions. Gas pumps, hangar
space for private planes, and a erhood, Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Eta
Beta Sigma Chi, Alpha \
pilots lounge, will be added in Sigma,
Psi, and the Senior Councilthe near future so as to 'make Chi
Collins, EE Junior from Ninethe field as up to date and atis president of the Juntractive to air enthusiasts as pos- ty-Six,
ior Class,' member of the TigerJ
sible.
Junior Council,
Mr- Austin, and his father who Brotherhood,
Cabinet, vice-president of P./
is in business with him, also own CDAa four place Stinson Voyager and
Ervin, Arts and Science
have a lease on a forty passen from
Darlington, is cadet
ger C46. These planes are sta
mental adjutant, and is a
tioned in Greenville and will be ber
,P- S. A. and was a
used to fly various groups and ber of
of the former "Y". Work?
officials on business trips
The CouncilVoyager will be used this fall
Evans, EE Junior from Kingsfor the transportation of the
is past president of the ""V '
Clemson sports scouts. Bill left tree;
vice-president of PDA,
Clemson as a Sophomore in Feb Cabinet,
of the Junior Class^rf
ruary, 1942, to enter the Army secretary
is a member of the Tiger
He was commissioned and re- and
ceived his wings) at Stewart Field Brotherhood, AIEE Alpha Phi
New York. From here he was Omega, and the Tiger Staff.
Frierson, PreMed Junior from
sent to B-24 school and served
is Associate editor of the
as a B-24 first pilot with the 15th Union,
Tiger, President of P. S. A.,, historAir Force in Italy.
ian of the Junior Class, past vicepresident of the "Y" Cabinet,
and a member of Tiger Brotherhood, Phi Eta Sigma, Gamma Alpha Mu, Alpha Phi Omega and
the Tiger PlatoonJones, CE Senior from SparAt a recent meeting of the tanburg is president of Tau Beta
Clemson branch of the American
—Continued on page 4
Institute of Electrical Engineers,
Thomas F. Dabney, Junior of (Rock
Hill, was elected chairman, and
Jimmy Hawkins, Junior of Greenwood, was elected secretary-treasurer. The newly elected" officers
will fill the expired terms of Jim
Antonakos and L. P. Thomas, present chairman and secretary-treasurer, respectively.
At the last meeting of the AIEE,
Announcement is made by HenMr. Herman B. Wolf of the Duke ry Frierson, president of Gamma
Power Company in Charlotte and Alpha Mu honorary writer's fratpresident of the Southern District ernity, that new members will be
of the AIEE spoke on "Power selected soon. Members are seTransmission."
lected by Octavus Roy Cohen,
nationally-known writer and
sponsor of the fraternity who judges manuscripts turned in.
The manuscripts submitted
In the mid-term scholastic re- must contain at least two samples
port it was found that 53 students Of writing, which may be journ-^j
were doing' exceptionally good alistic, poetic, formal or informal
work on three or more subjects. essays, or fiction.
Those interested are urged to
The majority of these are veterans,
the total being 44. This gives a turn 'in their manuscripts either
ratio of one out of every 22 veter- to Frierson or Prof. John Lane,
ans that qualified for this distinc- who is faculty advisor, or to get
tion, while only one out of. every in touch with them for informa67 non-veterans made such a re- tion. The deadline for manuscripts
to be turned in has been set fos
cord.
The report showed that top hon- Monday, April 28th.
ors went to E. D. Stuart of Coronaca with a total of six "pink
slips." Stuart is a married veteran
who attended Madison College in
Tennessee during 1939-40. Stuart
is taking a course that will lead
to a profession as a veterinarian.
Four 'boys made five "pink
slips." They are W. E. Broadwell
of Sumter, A. B. Carson of Green"My conscience speaks, but I
ville, J. M. Nesius of Utica, N. Y.,
don't listen."
and E. H. Rhyne of Clemson.
The following boys< made four:
Rev. Wannamaker Hardwin
• • •
I. R. Jaques of Ware Shoals, L.
E. Kirven of Pinewood, J. C. Mar"I'm a senior."
tin of Orangeburg, J. W. Rheney
"Joe" Theiling
• • *
of Spartanburg, L. M. Rhodes of
Darlington, D. C. Sharp of Allen"I've never seen any boys work
dale, B. J. Stanek of Lykesland and any harder than you boys."
J. M. Tuten of Greenville.
Col. Cunningham
• » «
"Get these X's and Y's straight
and we will trot right along."
Prof. Steward
• » »
A deputation from the Univer"The study of social sciences is
sity of Georgia will conduct Vesper Services at the YMCA on an introduction into interlectual
Sunday afternoon and night, April chaos."
21.
Dr. Spaulding

RI f TI7 VW WHDMC Pictured above are thirteen new
BLUE IU1I YVUIUYIO members of Biue Key, National
honor service1 fraternity. They are from left to right, top row,
P. L. Ritchie, J. W. Evans, L. F. Theiling and H. F. Frierson.
Second row, D. G. Vandervoorf, R. S. Collins, H. S. Payne, and
W. S. Reasonover„ Third, row, J. W. Califf, J. M. Ervin, R.
K. McKinnon, and E. T. Viser. Fourth r,ow, H. C. Jones.

Sweetheart To Be Picked

Junior-Senior Banquet A. I. LE, Elects
andDanceon Weekend New Officers
ROTC

The traditional Junior-Senior banquet and dance, sponsored by the members of the junior class in honor of the senior
class will be held this weekend. The banquet will be given
by Capt. Harcombe in the mess hall tonight at seven o'clock.
Junior class President, R. S. Collins, will be ,toastmaster for
the occassion.
Dr. J. E. Ward will be the ternoon at 4 o'clock and an inafter-dinner speaker for the ban- formal dance from 8 till 12 o'clock
The Commandant's office
quet, which some 250 persons, Saturday night.
has announced that the annual
C. D. A. Fres. Dale G. Vandeo
including the members of the
R. O. T. C. Inspection will be
Junior and senior classes, their voort has announced that the
held on Wednesday, May 8,
dates, and invited guests, are ex- Clemson Jungaleers will furnish
between the hours of nine a.
pected to attend. Dress for the the music for the series of dances.
m. and four p. m. No details
occasion will be formal. Favors Also he has announced that adhave yet been released on what
will be given to the seniors at- mission for the dances Friday
the inspection will consist of.
and Saturday nights will be $2.00
tending.
The inspecting team will repfor each dance and $.50 for the
Formal Dance
resent the First Army and the
From 9 till 1 o'clock the C. D. tea dance. A block ticket may be
Fourth Service Command. The
A. will present a formal dance purchased for $4.00.
inspection has been shortened
Highlight of the dance tonig'it
in the large gym of the field
due to the number of units to
house. Also slated for the week- will be the selection of the Honbe inspected and the limited
end are a tea dance Saturday af- orary Cadet Col. G. J. Ballenger
number of inspecting officers.
announces that dates of the junior
and senior cadet officers will be
elegible for selection as "sweetheart of the corps."
Honorary Cadet Colonel
To Be Selected
be Col. W. A. Cunningham, Col.
A. J. Thackston, Prof. B. E. Goodale, Dr. J. C. Greene, Prof. G. H.
Edwards, Prof. P. Brewster, and
Prof. I. A. Trively. Junior and
Senior cadet officers and their
dates are asked to meet in ^ the
C. D. A. club room immediately
after the banquet in order that
the judges may meet the dates
and make their selection. Their
decision will be announced immediately after intermission at
the dance tonight, at which time
Col. Thackston will present the
traditional kiss of honor to the
new colonel.
To the new colonel will fall the
duty of deciding whether or not
inspection will be held tomorrow
morning. Also she will review the
corps in parade on Visitor's Day,
which will be observed May 19.
Miss Martha Mitchell, of Winston Salem, N. C, was honorary
cadet colonel last year.
Shown above are the members of Psi, national honorary textile fraternity. They
Sponsors Given
Sponsors for the banquet and
are; left to right, top row: the old members, E. T. Mcllwain, F. J. Hawkins, J. R. Huntthe dances will include the dates
er; middle row, the new members, J. C. Simmons, W. D. (Chip) Clark, W. E. Greyard,
of the junior and senior class ofW.E-Broadwell, J. B. Lowman; third row, J. R. Clark, Jr., D. W. Walker, Dr. H. M.
ficers and of the senior C. D. A.
Brown, A. K. Wood, Jr., and W. O. Ruddock.
—Continued on page 4

Spring Inspection
To Be Held May 8

Gamma Alpha Mu
Will Select New
Members Soon

Honor Work Shown
By Registrar

By Their
Wo r d s

Univ. of Georgia To
Give Vesper Service
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CADETS

VETS

The Man of the Week is Clemson's little "nut" boy A. J. "Pee
Wee" Coleman. Coleman is the
leader of Clemson's pride and joy.
The Tiger Platoon. In the cadet
corps he holds the rank of It.
col., being commander of the 2nd
Bn. "PeeWee" is also a member of
ASCE, Sigma Phi, and Pershing
Rifles.

G. H. McCarey, Gen. Sci. '50,
of Tallahassee, Fla., is attending
Clemson for the first time. While
in the army he served 18 months
with the 31st Inf. Div. overseas in
the Southwest Pacific, and there
took part in the fighting on New
Guinea and the Dutch East Indies.
Three months of this time he was
attached to the Alamo Scouts and
he went ashore before the invasions of two islands for reconnaissance work. Two of the ribbons
McCarey is entitled to wear are
the Purple Heart and the Bronze
Star. McCarey visited this section
of the state one summer and liked
it so well that he went to high
school in Walhalla for two years.
This fact greatly influenced him
in his choice of a college.
C. B. Prince, E. E. '48, of
Fairforest, has returned to
Clemson to finish up his college work. Prince received his
discharge from the air corps
at Scott Field, 111. and he says
that he's really glad to be
back. He is taking advanced
R. 0. T. C. and is attached to
"C" Company.

• • •
Phil Klink, ME '48 of North Augusta is back at school after receiving his discharge from the air
[pproximately a month ago the Senior Council submitted corps.- He is in the advanced: R. O.
T. C. program and is enjoy ng it.
jposed class cut system to the President for consideration. He only hopes that they will soon
Resident immediately turned this plan over to certain com- receive their uniforms.
£tees| for their approval or revision As yet nothing, not a
J. R. Clark, T. E., '47, of
has come from the closed chambers of the committees.
Walhalla, has returned to
school' as a veteran of the
|the meantime the student body having expressed by an
E. T. O. Clark left Clemson in
'43 for the army. He says that
elming majority in the TIGER Poll their desire for a
the war conditions certainly
rmi fair system and having seen their desires appear in the
have changed things here but •
[adlines of their newspapers are beginning to wonder if their
that he has no complaint as
far as he is concerned.
fcniqu£ bear any weight at all.
* **
I SAY AGAIN

irastination never helps any problem. When a student is
I do something by the faculty or the administration, he
fed to act as soon as possible (if not sooner as some peo}to think). Much undesirable distrust and misunder3an arise from this and similar situations. The TIGER
[some statement in regard to the issue should be made.

ASSES

P. C. Chappell, E, '46, of Columbia is back at Clemson to continue
his studies. During his 20 months
of E. T. Cv service with the 30th
Div. he received battle stars for
Normandie, Northern France, the
Belgium Bulge, the Rhineland and
Central Europe. Chappell's only
complaint about his life here at
Clemson is that the veterans never
receive any information on anything, that they don't find out for
themselves.
S. D. Pennington, ME, '47,
of Atlanta, is continuing his
education again. While overseas with the actual Marse
Calvary. For a while trained
wild mules that were to be
used for the rough terrain in
Italy. Later he was used as a
saddle repairman. Naturally,
he enjoys the "Vet" privileges,
but more than that he likes
being near home again.

"majority of the Cadet Officers and the Commandant's
Um to be doing their best to get the Cadet Corps back on
^at the Retreat Parades on Bowman Field. Those certain
! who persist in standing on the hill, making smart wisejout the Cadet Corps, mimicking the Cadet Officers as
te commands, and shouting at the Cadets in ranks should
fhed immediately.
of them apparently have never been to Clemson beLy do not know that the Cadet Life at Clemson has
spirit of fellowship in those men who have lived it
.even approached by other colleges in this country.
jk haA^e this spirit and they never will. For those
frans, who are old Clemson men, little can be said
their actions are even more disgusting. Some vety watching the parades, and act as a proper audience\'o enjoy making asses of themselves should be kept

J. C. Miers, Dairying, '46, of
Elhart, is in school again after
2 1-2 years of army life. During
this t'me he took part in the'
fighting on New Guinea, Dutch
East Indies, Mindanao, and the
Philippines. Now that he is actually back at the 'ole grind, he says,
he doesn't mind it at all, especially,
since this is his last year.

TORS AND PUBLICITY HOUNDS
rorth while projects have been undertaken
which have been re-activated. These orfounded not to furnish its members with pretty
Riem the opportunity of having their pictures |
'ger and Tapps, but to aid in building Clemson
1
better place,
MIS

* * *
E. P. Wright, Anim. Husb., '46,
of Seneca, is at Clemson for his
senior year after serving in the
95th Inf. Div. While overseas he
participated in the European campaign and received battle stars for
Northern France, the Ardennes,
and the Rhineland. Wright says
that he likes the idea of onjy
having to meet classes very much
and that he will be perfectly satisfied if conditions remain as they
aW nowv

s have stated that these organizations seem to
Jut have initiations. It is hoped that the members
JPganizations will not merely be key-collectors, and
hounds, which seems to be the tendency at present.
, so many worthy projects which could be undertaken
lardly knows where to begin in naming them,
lays are flying past j something should be done now!

m

BROWSING ROOM

has been brought to the attention of the TIGER that the
sing Room in the basement of the library is scarcely being
the students. The Browsing Room is one of the nicest
host modern recreational installations here at Clemson.
a student may lounge in the most comfortable of chairs
Fead the latest magazines and newspapers. Smoking is allowed a person may read and talk in complete relaxation there
[comparison with the somber atmosphere of the main library
stairs. Also available are many types of games and playing
rds.
, This room was designed to make life at Clemson more
Lant for the students, and they should take full advantage of
[so that more of such features will be established in the future-

INFORMATION PLEASE
To facilitate the gathering of news for the TIGER the sectary of each student organization is asked to submit news of
terest about his particular organization to the paper.
This can easily be done by contacting one of the staff mems or by dropping the information in the slot in the door of
TIGER office.
Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated.

CONGRATULATIONS
ThdfcTiger congratulates those responsible for the creation
[the (UefH^ar Committee. An organization of this sort has
[n lonjneellbd at Clemson. It eertainly will greatly facilitate
planing ofVvents on the campus, and the methods of inj» stud^i-^^y^ft*^!^^

MI

5

about these eyents

E. T. McSwain, Tex. Chem,
'47, of Atlanta, is again continuing his education at Clemson. He earned battle staTs for
Northern France, Central Europe, the Rhineland, and the
Belgium Bulge. He thinks that
there will be no veteran problems if the lack of regulations
are started. Like many other
vets he hopes that it will be
possible to go to school part
of the summer and also have
part of the summer off for
that much needed vacation.

Roughly
Speaking

Himmler should wait until the |
Colonel leaves the office to read '
Charlie R. Kelly, Arch.'48, of his funny books.
Charleston, is the Supply Serg-Oscar Saysgeant of "A" Company.
Charlie is a member of the
"Handsome" Lewis should stop
Executive Sergeants Club.
going to Florence so often if it's
feoing to effect his hurdle-jumpiug
as is so apparent.
H. W. Earle, Jr. E. E. '48, of
-Oscar SaysWalhalla, is Supply Sergeant of
Company "B".
Paul (BO HOG) Ritchie should
He is a member 6T the Execu- remember that he is not in the
tive Sergeants Club.
occupational army in Germany.
Some of the inmates of the 8th
Barracks say that he was absent
D. P. Folk, n, C. E. '48. of Den- from early one afternoon 'till
mark, is Supply Sergeant of "C" eleven o'clock the next morning.
Company.
-Oscar SaysHe is a member of the Executive Sergeants Club, A. S. C. E.,
what happened to all the big
Sophomore "Y" Council, and Westime Casanovas in the Junior and
leyan Foundation Council.
His father, D. P. Folk I, finished Senior classes?
Clemson with a degree in Agri-Oscar Says—
culture.
with all the Juniors and Seniors
in the cadet corps, it seems funny
Norfleet M. Harte, T. E., '48, of that the regimental adjutant has
Spartanburg, is Supply Sergeant to be a sophomore.
of "E" Company, and is a member
-Oscar Saysof the Executive Sergeants Club.

William D. Graham, T. E., '47,
of Rock Hill, is Supply Sergeant
of Company "F". He is a member
of the Executive Sergeants Club
and the Tiger platoon.
Clemson's academic standards: Academic standards at Clemson
His father, N. T. Graham, majare unaltered from those prevailing in ages past; they are antiquated ored in architecture in the class
and outdated! Why? Granted that in some instances rising freshmen of '17.
have not an adequate background with which to cope with certain
subject matter covered during their initial year at Clemson, still, it
would seem logical to assume that the freshmen year should not serve
John M. Moorer, E. E., '48, ot
as an academic standard for succeeding years, but apparently it does. St. George, is Supply Sergeant of
Rather than demand qualitatively better performance during the sopho- "G" (Football) Company.
John is a member of the Black
more, junior, and senior years, to all outward purposes it is apparently
the policy to adhere to the initial norm. Grades, as many fail to grasp, "C" Club and the Executive Serare relative, the quality and quantity of knowledge represented being geants Club.
a highly variable factor. Can a valid explanation be offered? Does the
situation evolve from the complacency of those who should be fired
with the zeal of a crusader for a greater Clemson?
James M. Perry, T. E., '47, of
Charlotte, N. C, is Supply SergThe answer and solution lies not within the power and domain of eant of Band Company.
the student body; it lies within the domain of the faculty and adJim is a member of the folministration! What will you who have been trusted and invested with lowing organizations: Tiger Broththe privilege and duty of controlling such matters do toward correct- erhood, Mu Beta Psi, Managing
ing tha situation? Will the answer be complacency? Will the answer Editor of the Tiger, Social Chairbe evasive, vacillating action? Or will the answer be positive, com- man P. S. A., Gamma Kappa
mendable action which will benefit the student body and be a credit to Alpha, Executive Sergeants Club,
and the Tiger Platoon.
the faculty and administration? The answer is up to you!.
H. C. JONES

Engineering experiment station: Among the manifold deficiencies
of Clemson, deficiencies which many neatly sidestep and evade, is the
stark absence of an engineering experiment station. The comparative
enrollment in the sehooVof engineering with that of other schools is
indicative of the fallacy which leads to absence of an engineering experiment station. Research facilities exist in schools other than engineering. Why do no experimental and research facilities exist for
the school of engineering?
Much advance in engineering has stemmed from results of research conducted by universities and colleges. Has Clemson made her
proportionate contribution ? The answer is a cutting, no. Other schools
at Clemson have made their contribution, but in the school of engineering adequate research facilities don't exist! Perhaps some unusually
ingenious and inventive soul can derive a solution to the problem of
making practical and theoretical contributions without research facilities; the writer is a mortal being, and along with many of his contemporaries can offer no solution other than the establishment of an
engineering experiment station. This effort to sow a seed of thought
will doubtless be in vain, for most of the ground on which the seed is
sown is most infertile-

-Oscar Saysh-

when it comes to laying eggs
Covington surely does a lot better
job than Riley, even though their
personalities are almost identical.
-Oscar Says-

even Mr. Littlejohn calls Theil
ing, "Holy Joe".
-Oscar Says-

Johnny Lowman should give
his girl a walkie-talkie radio set
so that he can keep up with her
when she is dating other boys.
-Oscar Says-

Blankets must be the latest
mens' accessory at Clemson. Those
well-dressed men about town like
Williams and McKagen always
seem to have them when they go
out at night
-Oscar Says-

Dn Crouch seems to be getting
more letters from Ed Viser's girl
Alphi Phi Omega boys should than Ed does.
remember that a Highlands house
-Oscar Saysparty is not charity.
Snafu Fleu is the biggest pile
-Oscar saysof organic fertilizer on the campus
not excluding the cow pasture.
according to Hank Jones, when
-Oscar SaysShank (Mr. Clemson) Payne gc
the plane in New York during
Lem "Roly-Roly" Faulkner
Spring Holidays, he eyed the
beautiful airline hostess and saio (he's that fat little adv. ROTC
guy) should not act at Clemson
"It's every man for himself".
as he acted at Charlotte High
-Oscar SaysSchool. Clemson is not run by a
high school manual. By the way,
according to Shank Payne, Hank Lem, adv. ROTC freshman do not
Jones' visibility was so low in a have, command authority accordnight club in New York, that he ing to Col. Cunningham's memo.
was eating his meal off the floor
-Oscar Says--Oscar Says-

L. D. Jack Reese should practice
everyone seems to be getting what he preaches.
a vacation these days. They are
-Oscar Saysall going on room arrest.
this weekend should provide
-Oscar Saysthis snoop with loads of nasty
| info. A new attraction in the next:
he would like to know how j issue will be flashlight photos
Crum Cockrell got away with taken about the campus and surwearing cits to retreat for two rounding hot-spots, so watch out,
nights in succession.
| you lovers!' !' !'

THROUGH |
the TIGER'S
EYE . • .
The rough treatment given
some cadets at the college infirmary sounds like treatment accorded concentration inmates by the
Gestapo. Isn't the vinfirmary there
to give the best treatment possible
to the sndents of the college?

TALK
of the

TOWN
L. F. THEILING

Every day we hear announcers on the radio giving the time
of day according to some standard. In the newspapers we see
that various cities of our state are §;oing on a standard day light
saving time. If the cities of our nation exist under a standard
time, I think our campus should also be governed by one;,
whether it be Eastern Standard Time, Daylight Saving Time, or
Clemson Standard Time.
T. E. Bolivar, M. E., '48, of CoAt the present the campus seems to function around four
lumbia is at Clemson again follow-*
ing three years of Naval air corps different time systems which are never the same. These systems
service. Bolivar, former S. N. G. are the radio, the college clock, the Guard Room Clock, and the
pilot, says that he was naturally
glad to don "cits" again but that clock in the Engine House—Riggs Hall.
Ever since I have been a student at Clemson, I have always
sometimes .he misses flying very
much.
heard that the College clock in the' main building tower is the
official time piece for the campus. I 'have also been told that
there is a system where by the college clock and the Guard
Room clock are set from the Engine House. If this is true, why
can't those clocks be synchronized so that at least three of our
four variable times would be equal? It is very inconvenient to
go to class expecting to be on time according to your watch and
W. H. Kennick, An. Hus. '49,
has recently taken over the op- then find you are late according to the Guard Room or your
eration of the "Talk-O-Town" Professor.
with the help of his father-inTime and exact timing also plays an important part in our
law, Mr. Hurvilee. Both Kenmilitary;
formations have to be met according to schedule and
nick and Hurvillee are ex-servicemen. Kennick and his wife if the first sergeant and his men are governing themselves by
and child came to Clemson in two different times, there is a lot of confusion and misunderthe fall ad are planning to be
here until Kenick's college work standing that could be avoided by naming one time piece, the
has been completed. Although tower clock for instance, as the official time piece and adhere
both are from Oregon, they are to the rule. Another good idea would be to keep the time piece
planning to make their permanent home somewhere in the quite accurate after it has been declared official.
south because of the better prosSince I am writing about time and schedules, I would like
pects in. the production of beef to remind some of our professors who have become very uncattle.
The "Talk-O-Town", formerly thoughtful of late. These professors, of whom I am speaking inthe "Park and Eat", has been sist that their students get to class on time and theh keep them
open for about six months and until five and ten minutes after the "hour. I wish to remind
is located on the Greenville highthese teachers that classes end at five minutes of the hour and
way about a quarer of a mile
1
beyond the Clemson Roadside the next class begins at five minutes after the hour.
Market.
This restaurant speMy hat is off to those professors of our faculty who are
cializes in short orers, but dinstriving
to stay within their time limit; these men have a perners are also served. Along with
fect
right
to demand that we meet their classes on time and dethe food one can have music
from the juke box and there is, serve our full cooperation.
plenty of room to dance.

Vet, Pop-In-Law
Open Restaurant

he is glad that PiHi Morris
finally got in the advanced ROTCNow he can dodge the draft leg
ally.

WHAT DO YOU READ FIRST
WHEN YOU GET THE "TIGER?"
WHAT ARTICLE DO YOU
LIKE BEST?
A large number of Cadets went
on room arrest Monday morning. Aanner, O. F. -1- Jonesville, S.
Included in this group are some C.
"I read Oscar first. I believe I
of the Cadet Corp's "elite guard".
Just how effective will their room like ole Theilings article the
best."
arrest he,?,?
Cartee, J. L. -4- Liberty, S. C.
"First I read the most interesting things on the front page.
Trash continues to cover the I like the sports articles best."
campus like the new fallen snow.
Langston, C. -2- Timmonsville,
A compulsory police of the entire
campus by everyone, veterans in- S. C.
"I read Oscar first myself and
cluded, would soon put an end
I like Theilings article the best"
to the situation.
Lowman, R. W. -3- Denmark,
S. C.
"I read Tom Clemson first and
The recent parades are looking I like that best."
better each time with the excep- Lee, W. L. -2- Anderson, S. C.
tion of the vari|',tod officers
"Well for the good of Clemson
uniforms; some in pinks, some in I like Roughly Speaking best and
khaki some in igreens, some in a read Oscar first.'1
combination of all three, some in Williams, N. E. -3- York, S -C.
garrison caps, and some in over" I read Oscar first and I like
seas caps. Why not adopt a standard uniform for Cadet Officers? Oscar best."

Wolfe, T. M). -2- Orangeburg,.
S. C.
^
"I read Talk of the Town first
and I like Oscar best".
Lowman, J. B. -3- Ballentine,
S.C.
"I look at the headlines first
and. then read Oscar;, I guess 1
like Oscar best".
R.. R. Workman -1- Charlotte, N.
C.
" I read Oscar says first and I
like Trailing the Tiger best."
H. Zv Smith -3- Birmingham,
Ala.
"I read the first page first always and I like Tom Clemson
best."
Hardwick, L. D. -1- Hock HilL
S. C.
"I read the headlines and sports
pages first I like Roughly Speaking best".
Stanley, J. A. -%- Sumter, S. C.
"I read Oscar first and I like
it best cause you get the goods
on other people.

^^^f^^ftrt^^^^^^^rtfV^^W^^f^^^^rtrt^^rt^^W^^

Speaking of parades, there seem
to be more Cadets beating out
than there are in the parades.
There wouSsd probably !be an
earthquake if every staff had all
its officers present at the same
time.

Letters to

Tom won

The smartness of the Cadet
Corps would., be increased tremendously if the sabers and blades were issued to the Cadet Officers, first sergeants, and serg- Dear Tom Clemson,
ent majors. After all Clemson is
I'm sure that I have a legitimate
an R. O. T. C. College, not in- complaint to make. At the present
fantry basic training.
time I am on Guard Duty and
things are in a pretty nice mess. I
would like, to make a few suggestions which I think would help
Certain professors take a great this bad situation quite a bit.
First of* all, a school as big as
joy in giving quizzes on the day
after a holiday. What is college, a Clemson should have a decent
battlefield where the professors guest room. It is pretty bad when
have all the ammunition and the visitors, especially mothers, sisters,
and others who come to visit relastudents none?
tives and friends, have to watch
boys with towel sarongs parading
down the hall to take a shower.
Some of the language that is heard
Clemson is so fortunate in hav- by visitors does not help our repuing so many comedians.
The tation much either. Everyone is
only trouble is that they are all forgetful at times and the walls of
in the audience instead of in the the guest room don't do a very
movie. The situation in the YMCA good job of stopping outside racmovie auditoriums continues to ket.
be so noisy and disgusting as
Some improvements have been
ever. Correction of this situation made to help the Guard Detail,
depends not upon action of "Y" but there is still lots of room for
officials, but upon the proper per- more of the same. The Details
formance of duties of all Cadet should have a filing cabinet for
permit stubs, bust sheets, leave
officers and NCO's.

rosters, brassards, belts, and holsters. These things really can get
misplaced very easily.
Another thing—the equipment is
in very bad condition. A member
of the guard is supposed to be the
neatest dressed cadet on the campus, but it is impossible with the
shabby equipment which is now
being used.
To wind up my little list of complaints
We need a room _ with
cots to supply the Detail with a
place to sleep, within e.asy reach
of the boys who are on duty. I
was taught that the Guard Detail
was supposed to be on hand in case
of emergency. At the present time
with the guard scattered all over
the campus, the damage would be
done before they could be rounded
up.
With the gigantic building program which is supposed to start
here, a modern Guard Room with
these conveniences should not be
too much to ask. I remain,
Hopefully yours,
Jack Lesley.

JH
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Landrum Pitches No-Hitter As
Tigers Defeat Flying Fleet 6-0

First Track Meet of Season
To Be Held Here Tomorrow

Joe Landrum, number one man on the Tiger pitching staff,!
Coach "Rocv" Norman has announced the Clemson entries'started his career off in fine style with, a no 'hit pertSfoi^nce
for the track meet with Furman Saturday. These entries are
against Erskine. While his mates were collecting 6 runs,^
as follows:
struck out 16 of the 29 batters who faced him.
100 yard dash, Poe, Rogers,
AB R
E Only two Erskine players reach CLEMSON
and Aiken; 120 yard high hurdles,
0
0
1
ed first and both of these were Bosdell, RF
Morgan and Lewis; 220 yard run,
0
because of errors. In the eighth S. Quinn, RF .. .. 2
Poe,
MeKnight,
and
Sipp;
220
low
WITH BILLY NUNN
1
3
inning, Garner fielded a bunt A. Quinn, LF
hurdles, Cloud and Rogers; 440
0 v
1 -0
cleanly, but made a wild throw to Joye, LF
yard run, Gresham Wallace, and
2
0
Pruitt,
IB
3
first.
The
batter
stole
second,
but
TRAILING THE TIGER
Deck; 880 yard run, Pulhmen,
0
0
died there as Joe applied the pres- McMakin, 2B .. • • 3
Wallace,
and
Tripp;
and
1
mile
0
For those who haven't been keeping up with the activities
0 0
sure. Bonner of Erskine reached Crawford, 2B
run, Pulhinen, Woodward, and
0
0
3
first when shortstop Sanders er- D. Quinn, 3B
of Clemson's athletic teams, there follows a brief resume of their Rheney.
The T'ger tennis team got off
1
0
rored a ground ball, but the final Garner, 3B
to
a
start
this
season
in
tournaMile relay, to be picked from
1
0 *
Grogan, CF
2
batter grounded out.
activities.
0
Gresham, Hollis, Deck, Tripp, and ments with Carolina, Georgia,
6
Although Landrum kept the McGee, C
3
Davidson,
and
Kalamazoo.
The
MeKnight; 2 mile run, Woodward,
1,
1
Sanders, SS
4
Erskine
batters
in
check,
Clemson
GOLF TEAM
0
0
Rheney, and Ix; high jump, Morg- team has made a rather poor showLandrum, P
3
also
showed
a
weakness
at
the
ing so far, since they have had
0
0
plate. Two Tiger batters were re- x—Pickens
1
These are the boys Who have really been shining during the! an, Altman, and Gillespie or Earle; little time for preparation and
0
broad jump. Altman, Rogers, and
0 0
sponsible for all of the Tigers' safe xx—Mimms
That big grin is on Deurey Quinn's face because
past few weeks. They beat Davidson 6 1-2 to 1 1-2 in the first Dunaway; 'pole vault, Brown, practice.
hits.
Henry
Sanders
hit
two
singles
Coach "Hoke" Sloan expressed
Totals
29
6 5 2
and June Pruitt hit two singles and
he just donated a home run against Georgia. "Fist
match of the season. Then they defeated LeTourneau 17 1-2 to Theodore,, and Hilton; javeljn, the opinion that the team would
x Batted for McMakin in 8th.
Pennington, Chandler, and Cleva
home
run
to
drive
in
all
the
baseman
Moore
waits
to
congratulate
him
while
the
1-2. In their final match to date^they defeated Carolina 16 to 2. eland or Williams; discus, Duna- get better with : a few more
xy—Batted for Garner in 8th.
Tigers' runs.
matches under the r belts.
Georgia catcher looks on with a resigned air.
Score by innings:
ERSKINE
AB
B
H
E
The boys who make up the golf team are: "Easy" Pickens, way, Doyle, Pennington, and
All the boys are striving to per000 000 000—0
Bonner, 2B
4
0
0
1 ERSR"NE
Chandler; shot put, Doyle and fect
a better game and all have:
June McKenzie, "Chip" Clark, Don Rader, Charlie Fant, Dun- Gulledge.
102 000 30x
Anderson, LF
3
0 0
1 CLEMS^r
shown marked improvement since
Ur, RF
3
0 0 0
can Mclntyre, Ben McDonald, and Mitchum. These boys have
Coach Norman asks that every- the first tournaments.
Two
base*4jits:
none;
three base
Smith, C..
'..3 0
0
The first tournament was played
hits: none; Rapei runs: Pruitt;
already served notice that they are out for the Southern Con- one please try to help keep the
Plaplin,
CF
3
0
0
track clear so that the meer may against Carolina at Clemson on
stolen bases: Plaplin; struck out,
Ramsey, SS
3
0 0
ference championship,' and if they continue the way they have be run off on time and everyone March 22. Carolina won the match
by: Seawright 2, Landrum 1«; base
Mize,
IB
3
0
0
can see. The field events will 5-2, with Greyard and Thornhill
Jussi Bjoerling/famous Swedish tenor, will make his first ap- McCoy, 3B
on balls, by: Seawright 3.
l>een going, they will probably do it.
3
0
0
start at 2:30 and the track events winning on doubles and Cartwright
Seawright,
P
....
3
0
0
pearance
here
at
the
Clemson
Field
House
on
April
23,
at
8
p.
m.
winn'ng the only singles match.
will start at 3:00.
TENNIS TEAM
The tournament was played as folBjoerlmg, who according to the New York Times, is the'
Totals
28
0
0
5 lotte; Jack Liles,
Caras, Charlotte;
Ch
lows:
Although they haven't yet cracked the win column, the
outstanding
lyric tenor of our day, reached international fame
lisle Richenbaeke*-, Charlotte; EiiFirst Tournament
Nott, Charlotte; Botoy Worjafisji,
Kalamazoo, Mich, was the first shortly after his operatic debut at the age of nineteen at the
boys on the tennis team have been putting out and they rate
Charlotte; John CaldweTl, Charteam that played on the Clemson
an "A" for effort. The netmen have come out on the short end
lotte; Chip Clark, Lexington; J. R.
courts on April (1. The Michigan Royal Opera House in Stockholm. Prior to this time he had
Yarborough, Salisbury; Bob Davis,
team1 took Clemson 7-0 as follows: toured Europe and America as a member of the Bjoerling
of matches with Kalamazoo, Mich., Carolina, Georgia, and DavidSpencer.
Second Tournament
A foursome of long-driving,
son. They lost to Georgia 7-0, to Kalamazoo 7-0, to Carolina 5-2,
The "Tarheels" of Gamma KapOn April 6 Davidson journeyed quartette.
The Gamma Kappa Alpha is a
sure-putting students par-buster
pa
Alpha
finished
the
irritation
of
Bjoerlmg made his American deand to Davidson 7-0. Although they came out oil the losing' end, resurrected golf at Clemson with to Clemson to put tlm Tigermen
social club made up of North Careleven
"Heels"
on
Wednesday
the losing column again with a but at the Metropolitan in New
these matches have provided the tennis team with valuable ex- a bang by downing Davidson in in
night with an informal reception olina students. At the present,
score w'th 7-0.
York, on Thanksgiving Day, 1938,
plans are being made for a dance
their
first
match
17
Vz
to
Vz
refor
the new members.
Third Tournament
perience and we may expect to see them break into, the win
and was the leading tenor there
to be given in the early summer.
The
eleven
new
"Heels"
are
Bob
cently- Coach Bob Jones is now
The Georgia game was played on until 1941. During this three
Payne, Charlotte; Joe Frazer, An intermission party will be
lamenting the fact that he has April 6 and no data could be com- years he appeared as guest artist
column sometime soon.
Charlotte; John McCulloch, Char- given at the "Finals" of this year.
the making of an excellent fair- piled on this game except that the at the Chicago and San Francisco
way
team
and
only
a
four-match
BASEBALL TEAM
Georgia netmen beat us 7-0.
operas and made several concert
scheduleSaturday, April 6
tours and broadcasts.
The baseball team has a record of four wins and two losses.
Davidson vs. Clemson
The Tigers plan to go for secAt the close of the 1941 operatic
Clemson
Singles season, Bjoerling sailed for
The Tigers have wins over Erskine, Ft. Jackson, Georgia, and tional honors when the Southern Davidson
Greyard
A—6-2, 6-2 Sweden, planning to return to
Intercollegiate
Tournament
is Archer
In the second game of the '46
Davidson, and they have lost to Georgia and Carolina.
held at the Univ. of Georgia Robinson Warthen I?—6^0, 6-0 America in the fall. War prevented season, Clemson's baseball Tigers
Cathcart H—6-3, 6-2 his return at that time and it was turned back Fort Jackson to gain
The Tigers started off the season in fine style as Joe Land- April 18, 19, and 20, but before Hatch
S—6-4, 6-3 not until the fall of 1945 that he their second consecutive victory
Watson
this event comes up they will Scott
rum pitched a no-hit game to defeat Erskine 6-0. Pruitt and San- play LeTourneau, of Toccoa, and Alexander Thornhill
A—7-5, 6-3 was again to be heard in this coun- by the score of 9 to 5. The solDoubles
diers from Jackson out hit the
ders were the big guns at the plate for this game. Pruitt hit two the Univ. of S. C. once in CoClemson try.
lumbia and once at Boscobel Davidson
Bjoerling 's quite a family man men from Tigertown 9 to 8. but
singles and a home run. Sanders hit two singles. In their next Lake, Clemson's home courseRobinson-Hatch Greyard-Warthem
and lover of sports, but the three the three Clemson pitchers, Riley,
R & H—2-6, 6-3, 6-2
Rangy Lee Pickens turned in
game, the Tigers defeated Fort Jackson 9-5. Three pitchers,
summer months are the only time Ross and Pickens kept them scatArcher-Scott
Watson-Cathcart
four-over-par on the first nine
that he is free to live as his fancy tered so that they were not efPickens, Riley, and Ross held the soldiers to nine scattered hits. aand
A
&
S—6-1,
6-1
a four-under-par on the secdictates. Each summer he returns fective. The outstanding batter
April
1,
1946,
Kalamazoo,
Mich
The outstanding feature of the game was the way Sanders ond to par the Davidson course.
to Stockholm, where his beautiful of the afternoon was Linwood
Kalamazoo
Clemson
Singles
Beamer McKenzie. freshman Pratt
crossed second base to stab a hot grounder and throw the runGrevard P—6-1, 6-4 wife and family reside. Next to his McMakin who hit two singles to
from Asheville, also parred the Thompson Warthem
T—6-4, 6-3 family come his favorite sports. He drive in three runsner out. "Smiling Joe" Landram took the mound to try for his Davidson course by going two
Beresky
Watson B—6-2, 6-0 ;s an excellent sailor, a good swimA fielding gem was contribsecond victory when the Tigers met Carolina in Columbia. over par in the first side and Heighton
Rhyne H—6-1, 6-1 mer, and likes to participate in uted by Tiger shortstop Henry
two under after the turnS—6-2, 6-0 Swedish hand wrestling and bil- Sanders who crossed second base
Garrison
Stowe
However, Joe ran into tough luck and the Clemson team came
The Clemson squad is made
liards.
to stab a grounder in the eightth
Doubles
•out on the little end of a 2-1 score. This was a hard fought game up of Pickens and McKenzie, Kalamazoo
Bjoerling will appear as guest
Clemson
and throw a runner out
Chip Clark, Lexington, N- C ; Pratt-Beresky Greyard-Warthem artist on the Firestone Hour on inning
at first with the bases loaded.
which was not decided until the very last.
Veteran, Wc
Downtown
Charlie Fant, Pendleton; Duncan
next
Monday
night,
April
15,
over
P & B—6-3, 6-2
Back home for the two games with Georgia, Coach Hinson Mclntyre, Marion; Don Reader, Johnston-Starke
Batteries,
for
Fort
Jackson
Watson-Rhyne the NBC network.
The concert here will include the were Rennamount, Carroll, and
shifted his lineup in an effort to obtain more hitting power Columbia; Paul Mitcham, ThomJ & S—6-0, 6-3
aston, Georgia; and Ben Mc- March 22, 1946—Carolina Match following numbers:
Haner; for Clemson, Pickens,
Clemson
■so that men who had previously been left on basesi could be Dowell, Greenwood.
I
Carolina ,
Clemson
Smgles
Riley, Ross, and McGee and
driven in. In the first game, it seemed that this shifting had
Atkinson
Greyard A—6-4, 6-4 Adglaide
Beethoven
Baster
Warthem B—6-1, 6-1, 6-1 Ingemisco from "Requiem" Verdi Cobb
really paid off for the Tigers won 23-0. Ross, did a fine job of
Hatch
Cartwright C—6-2, 9-7
II
keeping the Bulldogs from getting a good piece of the horsehide
Smith
Watson
S—6-2, 6-3 Wanderers Nachtlied Schtjbetft
Wickham
Garrison
W-4-6,
6-0,
6-0
while his mates pounded away at every Georgia pitcher who
Die Boes Farbe
Schubert
Doubles
Morgen
Strauss
stepped on the" mound.
Clemson Staendchen
The Clemson golf team fol- Carolina
Strauss
But to show that the Georgians were not as bad as they lowed up its win over Davison Atkinson-Hatch Greyard-Thornhill
Ill
G & T—5-7, 6-3, 6-1
'seemed, and to once again prove the unpredictability nf "the with a win over LeTourneau last Baster-Wickham Rhyne-Gillespie Addio alia madre, from "CavalSaturday on the Boscobel golf
leria Rusticana
Mascagni
The crack Clemson foursome
B & W—6-1, 6-3
great American game," the Bulldogs snapped back to beat the course- Clemson's first team de-i
defeated Carolina's .golf team
INTERMISSION
April 15 to May 15 snapshots of all k"
Tigers 16-9 in the second game. This game was marked by er- feated Le Tourneau 16 V2 tol% CHAPEL SERVICES
Monday afternoon by the score
IV
and the second team defeated
16 to 2. In- this match "Easy"
rors and miscues on both sides, but the boys from Georgia made LeTourneau's second team 16 to
Flower
song
from
"Carmen"
—
and Community people will be placed ^
Chapel services fitting to the
Bizet Pickens shot a one over par 73,
Easter Season will be held in the
the most of their opportunities to be ahead when the last out 2.
"Chip"
Clark
shot
a
75,
June
McV
The first team for the LeTour- College Chapel on Friday, ApTil
was made.
Torana al Surriento
de Curtis Kenzie shot a 77. and Don Rader
neau match consisted of Pickens, 19, at 12:00 noon.
PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED FOJ
Tosti shot a 78 Clemson has matches
All ministers on the campus will Ideale
Next on the list of those to falter before the Tigers was McKenzie, Clark, and Rader
Mattinata
Leoncavallo scheduled with Duke, N. C- State,
second
team
take
part
in
the
service
and
the
Members
of
the
Davidson. The lead seesawed back and forth between the two
and
the
Univ.
of
NC,
and
they
THREE BASED ON HUMAI
VI
were Mclntyre, Fant, Mitchum, public is cordially invited to atRodolfo's aria, from "La Boheme" have a tentative match with the
teams, but at the finish, Clemson was ahead 5-4.
and McDowallI tend.
ANGLE.
Puccini Univ- of Georgia.
Thus far the Tigers have shown real talent and all that is
1st Prize
needed to make them the terror of the conference is a little more
TINTED 8 x 10 POF
hitting in the clutches- The pitching is good, the fielding of a
YOU WILL FIND
The Quinn boys from Pelzer, baseman, was with a- field artil2nd Prize'
high calibre, and if everybody should suddenly start socking
S C, may take over one third lery group in England, Africa,
8 x 10 PORTRA]
that old apple, then "watch out brother, watch out."
Sicily,
and
Italy
for
35
months
of Clemson's baseball team at
Gen3rd Prize
any moment- Dewey is the reg- He won six battle stars
TRACK TEAM
ular third baseman; Winston is eral is Pruitt's real name, not his
5x7 PORTRAIT
at the
the number two left fielder; and military rank.
Joe Landrum, former American
Coach Norman's track team is Clemson's big question mark Woodford is the number two
BRING YOUR SNAPSHOT II
fielder.
Winston
and Legion speed-ball and curve-ball
at the moment. They haven't had a meet yet, so nobody knows right
artist from Columbia, is the
Woodford are twins.
just what to expect againt Furman tomorrow. However, if boys
Henry Sanders, Clemson short- number one man on Coach Randy Hinson's pitching staff this
like IJoe, Doyle, Cloud, and Wallace live up to expectation, they stop, won five battle stars dur- year
Joe was a member of the
Portraiture
ing 19 months spent in the ETO
"Clemson's Finest"
won't be anything to sneer at. Entries for the meet are given with a chemical warfare group- 1944 S C. Champions and 1945
Clemson,
S. C.
CLEMSON,
-:SOUTH CAROLINA
General Pruitt, Clemson first runner-up.
elsewhere on this page, so look them over and then be on hand

Clemson's Tennis
Season Opens
With 4 Matches

1$

Famous Tenor To Give
Concert Here April 23

GOLFERS DOWN
DAVIDSON

Gamma Kappa Alpha
Initiates New Heels

Clemson Defeats
Fort Jackson by
Score of 9 to 5

Opening Soon

EMS 5 & 10c STORE

LINKSMENTAKE
LeTOURNEAU

Golfers Continue
Winning Ways

SNAPSHOT CONTEST

Sports Personalities

GOOD FOOD
The COLLEGE CAFE

BARNETT/S STUl

for the meet tomorrow. It should be a good one.
On Sale At Your Favorite Eating Place

An Invitation . . .
To High School and College Students in South Carolina
we extend a hearty welcome to visit the YMCA at Clemson.
To high school students who plan to attend college in June
or September, we urge you to take an active interest in the
church of your choice and invite you to take an active part in
the work of the YMCA. We especially issue this invitation
to those who may come to Clemson.
To graduates of Clemson and others working with
young people in various towns and cities over the state,
we invite you to spend the day at Clemson. You can prepare your lunch at the "Y" Cabin on the Seneca River and
the facilities of the "Y" including the swimming pool and
other entertainment will be available.

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

A.W.COX

1800 Students

Easley, South Carolina
Distributor, U. S. Baking Co. Cakes and

Cut a clean figure

Specials for the

Capital City Potato Chips
Because their Laundry is done by

Just Arrived . . .
SPORT SHIRTS
and

The Cadet Laundry

SLACKS

HOKESLOAN

We want to" have you as guest for a "Spend The Day"
program. The Calhoun Mansion and many other places of
interest are open to you on the campus and neighboring communities. Scoutmasters and boys wishing to take swimming
tests write of P. B. Holtzendorff at the Clemson College YMCA
and arrange for your group to take tests.

"Outfitter's To Clemson
Men"

Let the Clemson College YMCA be a service of you.
Write box 312, Clemson, S. C. You are cordially invited to
attend the vespers services at the "Y" on Sunday.
PBH

Heyward Mahon Co.
GREENVILLE, S. G

Clemson College YMCA

Clemson College's

South Carolina's Leading Store for Men and Boys

FLY-FLY

FLY-FLY

SALES, SERVICES, RENTALS, CHARTER TRIP£
FLY

with

Carolina
Aero Service
telephone 1632-w
Anderson, South Carolina _

Smp^

j^yJJU, Use —

Flight Instructions at
AERONCO CHAMPION
Reasonable Cost
Solo
Ryan Pt 22
. . . Courses . . . Private
FAIRCHILD 24
Courses . . . Sales ...
CUBS
Services
TAYLORCRAFT

"Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville"
JSON AIRPORT, ANDERSON, S. C

Many Hard To Get Canned Goods

Canned Meats
All Popular Brands of Canned Milk
Sandwich Spreads
Fruit Juices
47 Oz. Orange Juice' 40c
Fresh Fruits

BALLENTIN
Super Mar
"Where COURTSEY and ECONOM1
The Watchwords"
Under New Management
of
O. F. Thrasher

/

The TIGER—"The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper"
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Poll Shows Students Dissatisfied With Mess Hall
Results Of Remaining Water Works Men
Questions Are Given; Hold School Here
Another Poll Soon
The series of answers to the Tiger Poll questions will be
completed with this issue of the Tiger. Again the Tiger Staff
wishes to extend its appreciation to Professor G- H. Aull and
his staff for their cooperation in the counting of the questions
contained in the poll. Also the Tiger Staff wishes to extend its
appreciation to the students "for their splendid response in
answering the questions.
The remaining questions of the
poll are discussed in the following paragraphs.
-The fourth topic of the poll was
the mess hall. The first question
of this topic, "Are you satisfied
with the present conditions in the
megs hall?" was answered in the
following order:
YES
NO
Veterans
140
331
ROTC.
104
523
An approximate number of 68
students did not vote on this question but of those who did, 24% of
the students were in favor of the

WAN?
TO
GO
FISHING!
so . . .
Take care of your watch as
parts and labor are scarce
as ever.
— •—
We are trying to get out
work as fast as parts are
asailavle.

Thomas N. Vaughn
JEWELER
doss from the L. G Martin
Drug Co.

present conditions whereas 76%
were not. The second question, "Do
you find the following conditions
in the mess • hall unfavorable?"
was broken down into six different
parts. They were answered as follows:
NO
YES
Quantity of Food
2150
Veterans
240
323
ROTC
304
Quality iof Food
258
Veterans
221
231
ROTC
400
Preparation of food
232
Veterans
244
176
ROTC
455
Sameness of diet
167
Veterans
315
215
ROTC
404
Condition of silverware, tables, china, etc
195
Veterans
<
290
169
ROTC
469
Waiter service
273
Veterans
208
376
ROTC
247
The third question, "Would you
be willing to pay more for better
food?" was answered in the following waly:
YES
NO
Veterans
233
246
ROTC
L 394
233
627 students voted in the affirmative on this question and 479
in the negative. The percentages
were approximately 60% and 40%
respectively.
The sixth topic of the poll was
Summer School. This question and
its answers have proved very helpful to the registrar's office in determining how many students
would attend summer school. The
first question, '"Do you plan to
attend summer school this summer?" was answered as follows:
NO
YES
34
238
Vets
Fresh.
247
130
ROTC
18
95
Soph.
Vets
115
88
ROTC
11
Vets
47
Jr.
16
ROTC
27
19!
Vets
26
ST.
5
5
ROTC
6
Vets
i;
Sp. St.
A total of 662 students dp plan
to attend summer school while 466
do not plan to attend.
The second question, "Do you
favor a regular semester or two
terms?" was answered as follows:
YES
NO
Reg. Semester Vets 262
1&&
ROTC 242
288
Two Terms
Vets 228
SOI
IRIOTC '369
130
The third question, "Do you

CLEMSON MEN:
We invite you to make your headquarters here while
in Anderson
v

ANDERSON'S FINEST

30BIC. CALHOI HOTEL
ANDERSON, S. C.

think military regulations should
be eased during summer school?"
resulted thusly:
YES
NO
Veterans
372
79
ROTC
417
191
The seventh topic was universal
military training. The first question of this topic was, "Are you
in favor of compulsory military
training?" It was answered by
818 students in the affirmative and
222 in the negative. The second
question, "If so, at what age?"
was answered as follows:
18
19
20
21
Veterans
316
20
15
30
ROTC
323
30
SO
76
The third question, "If so for
how long?" was answered in the
following way:
6 mo 9 mo. lyr. l'/i yrs
Veterans 17
16 299
44
ROTC
60
30 332
33
The fourth question was, "Do
you think that men should be taken
at the end of high school if they
are planning to attend college?"
It was answered in this way:
YES
NO
Veterans
261
211
ROTC
150
480
A new Tiger Poll will be conducted in the very near future. It
hoped that all students will take
part. Your support is needed to
boost the success of the poll.

Postal Service
Track Down Man
The Royal Mounted Police have
nothing on Uncle Sam's Postal
Service, when it comes to tracking a man down. Last September
J. H. Woodward, Clemson College
Alumni Secretary, wrote to Thomas Coker, Jr., a 1941 Clemson
graduate, explaining, the Clemson Foundation Education Fund.
Today Alumni Secretary Woodward received a letter from Coker
which says, "Your letter about
the foundation took a ten thousand (10,000) mile trip via England, France, Germany, and
this week reached me in Greenville, thirty miles from where it
started. Enclosed is a small contribution on the Foundation
Fund."

Exec. Sergeants
Initiate Pledges

THE CADETS MEET AND EAT AT

[E TIGER'S DEN
"TILLIE" HAYWOOD
Owner
HOT DOGS

DRINKS

A series of lectures and laboratories'" were held at Clemson
on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of this week for South
Carolina waterworks and sewage disposal plant operatorsTwenty-five
state
sanitarians
registered Monday morning in
the office of Mr. David Watson,
superintendent of buildings and
grounds here at Clemson, after
which they attended lectures at
the
Agricultural, Engineering,
and Filter Plant buildings.
A meeting was held Monday
night at which time officers were
elected. The following men were
chosen for offices: Mr. Marshall
Bright of Lyman was elected
presidents W- H. Wise of Newberry, vice-president; and D FFrick' of Columbia, SecretaryTreasurerThe teaching staff of the school
consists of Dr. W- B. Aull, Bacteriology; Dr. H. J Webb, Chemistry of Water; Professor B- E.
Fernow, pumps and mechanical
equipment; and Dr D. B- Rosenkrans, Botany.
A banquet was held Wednesday night in the mess hall at
which time Dr- D. W. Daniels
delivered the after-dinner address>

On The Corner

At a recent meeting of the Executive Sergeants Club seven new
members were initiated into the organization. Membership in the club
is limited to those cadets in the
corps who have attained the rank
of supply sergeant, first sergeant,
sergeant major, mess sergeant and
color sergeant.
The new members are H. V.
Earle, C. E. Farah, W. Y. Godwin, W. P. Graham, C. R. Kelley,
and M. E. Williamson. Plans are
being made by the club to sponsor
an information booth for Mother's
Day.

CLEMSON CADETS
ARE ALWAYS WELCOME
AT THE

Radios Repaired
College Radio Service
Basement
SIXTH BARRACKS
see

MAYFAIR GRILL
MAIN STREET

J. C. Martin

ANDERSON

Room 6-302

ECONOMIST-

Now that Spring has come and the windows of Room 23
Library are thrust open, one can once again hear the resounding echo of Dr. James E. Ward's voice over the Campus as he
carries on his work as Head of the Social Science Dept. and
Professor of Economics and Government.
Born in Norfork, Va. Dr. Ward
received his education at the Uni
versity of Va. and Harvard. Upon graduation, he worked for two
years with the Bethlehem Steel
Corp. and then entered the teaching profession at tht Uni. of Va.,
where he taught for a period of
five years, prior to his coming to
Clemson in 1935. Since his coming to Clemson he has done wonderful work here as teacher and
speaker (averages two speeches
per week).
Besides being Secretary and
Treasurer of the Southern Economics Association, Dr. Ward is a
member of Associated Charities
and the advisory board of tne
local Y .M. C. A. He has been
particularly interested in Boy
Scout work and holds several offices in this field.
Religious Leader
Prof. Ward is a leader in religious work on the campus and
has been teacher of the Student
James E. Ward
Class at the Methodist Church
since his first Sunday here. His
inspiring messages are sought by
old and young alike. Prof. Ward
says that approximately twenty
boys seek his instruction weekly Continued from page 1
on personal problems alone.
members. They will be Miss Dot
He serves on six local commit- Tate, of Anderson, for R. C. Coltees and is chairman of two of lins, Jr. cla^s prAsidenfb; Miss
them. These being the Public Ellen Swails, of Kingstree, for
Platforms Committee and the Cal- J. W. Evans, Jr. class secretary;
endar Committee. He is President and Miss Adeliaide Best, of Fairof the Seneca Rotary Club, a fax, for H. F. Frierson,' Jr. class
member of Phi Kappa Phi and historian; Mrs. Callie B. Parr,
the Tiger Brotherhood.
Newberry. for C. B. Parr. Sr. class
While a student at University secretary; Miss Ann Jenkins, of
of Virginia he took part in num- Charleston, for E. T. Viser, Sr.
erous sports. Among these were class historian; Mrs. Dale G. Vanboxing, wrestling. He was also dervoort, of Graniteville, for D.
manager of the football team.
G. Vandervoort, C. D. A. presiAs a family man, Dr. Ward has dent; Mrs. G .J. Ballenger, of
two small boys. Mrs. Ward is a Greenville, for G. J. Ballenger; C.
graduate of Duke University.
D. A. placing; and Miss Jean
Speaker at Junior-Senior
Dodge, of St. Louis, Mo., for J.
Proof of his ability to speak in L. Brady, C. D. A. publicity.
public is the fact that he will oe
principal speaker at the JuniorSenior Banquet on April 12.

Civilian And Military Clothiers

Dr. C. C. Norton, Dean of Wofford College, will give a series of
three sermon lectures on "The
Life and Teachings of Jesus" at
the Clemson Methodist Church. Dr.
Norton will speak Sunday, Monday,
and Tuesday evenings, April 14,
15, and 16, at 7:30 o'clock.
The plan of the sermon lectures,
as announced by the minister of
the local church, Rev. E. Wannamaker Hardin, is to prepare the
congregation for the proper observance and understanding of
Good Friday and Blaster
by having
Dr. Norton point ;out what Jesus
did and said that aroused opposition to him and finally led to the
crucifixion. Dr. Norton is eminently qualified to do this, as he is
not only a minister, but he also
has his Ph. D. in history. He also
teaches political science and sociology.
Other special services for Holy
Week will be the Holy Communion
Service Thursday evening at 7:30'
o'clock, which will be in commemoration of the Last Supper that
Jesus had with his disciples, and
the Good Friday Union Service,
which will be held in the college
chapel at H2:00 o'clock noon on
April IS. Mid-Week Retreat will
be held as usual Wednesday evening at 6:45. The public is cordially
invited to these services.

Episcopal Church to
Hold Easter Services
Holy Week services will be held
at the Clemson Episcopal church
during the week of April 14-21,
Rev. John Pickney has announced.
The program of that week will
be as follows:
April 14—Palm Sunday, 11:30 a. m.
April 15-17, Mon., Tues., Wed.,
5:15 p. m.
April 18—Thursday, 7:30 p. in.
April 19—Good Friday, 5:15 p. m.
April 21—Easter Sunday, 7:30 a.
in., 10:30 a. m., 11:30 a. m.

Fine Shoe' Repairing
TAILOR CARTS
for the Baby
MODERN ELECTRIC
SHOE SHOP

108 N. Mam St.

Greenville, S. G
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flQW/Jt/VE "BEST

Returning to the Clemson College social
scene after a two year absence, the Junior'
Senior banquet and dance series will be sponsored by the young ladles pictured above*
Mrs. Dale Vandervoort, Graniteville; Dorothy
«g» Tate, Anderson; Ellen Swails, Kingstree; Anne
Jenkins, Charleston; Mrs. G. J. Ballenger,
Greenville; Adelaide Best, Fairfax; Jean
Dodge, St. Louis, Mo.; and Mrs. CaUle Parr,
Newberry. Harold Payne, CartersviUe, Ga.,
and Ralph Collins, Ninety Six, are presidents
Of Clemson's Senior and Junior classes.

•HfiRaW ?M/NE

W«C«4< JZou.MS

The recent Red Cross Drive just
ended on the campus went "over
the top" by some $500 according
to facts released by Dr. J. C.
Greene,, chairman of the drive.
The quota for Clemson was $1085
and about $1600 was donated. The
students and the military staff
contributed over $150 to the drive.

BLUE KEY
Continued from page 1
Pi, and a member of Phi Kappa
Phi, Phi Eta Sigma, ASCE and
the Tiger Staff.
McKinnon, CE Junior from St.
George, is president of the BSU
and is a member of the Junior
"Y" Council and ASCE.
Payne, CE Senior from Cartersville, Georgia, is president of
the Senior Class and the Tiger
Brotherhood, Chairman of the
Senior Council and is a member
of ASCE and the Calendar CommitteeReasonover, Ag. Ec. Junior
from Camden, is Business Mgrof the Tiger, President of the JrY Council, Past president of the
Wesley Foundation, State Treas
of the Y Spring Retreat, State
Sec, of the Methodist Student
Conference, secretary of the Y
Cabinet and a member of Alpha
Phi Omega.
Ritchie, Chem. Eng. Junior
from Greenville is member of
the Tiger Brotherhood, Alpha.

JUNGALEERS GIVE OUT WITH JIVE
Chi Sigma, Pershing Rifles, the
Y Cabinet and Jr. Y Council and
PSA.
Theiling, ' Chem. Senior, Orangeburg is company commander
of the Band, Tiger Staff writer,
member Alpha Chi Sigma, TriCounty Club, Senior Council,
Junior memoer of American
Chemical Society, The Tiger
Brotherhood, Lutheran Student
Association and The Tiger PlatoonVanderVoort, ME Senior frdm
Aiken, is president of the C. D. A.
and Alpha Chi Psi and a member
of the Calendar CommitteeViser, Chem Eng. from Greenville, is a member of Tiger
Brotherhood, Alpha Chi Sigma,
Y Cabinet, PSA- and The Senior
Council.
J. C Littlejohn, college business manager, is faculty advisor
for the organization- The hon-

orary, faculty members are Dr. R
Frank Poole, Dr. D. W. Daniel,
Prof. W- W. Klugh, Capt- J. D.
Harcombe, Prof. E. J Freeman,
Prof. S R- Rhodes Prof. J- D
Lane, Dr G. H. Aull, Dr. P. S.
McCollum, Mr- P. B. Holtzen-

dorff, Prof. B E-. Goodale, and
Hamelton Hill.
The resident Alumni members
of Blue Key are, Prof. C. B.
Green, Coach Frank Howard,
Capt- H- H. Hill, and Mr. George
Bonnette.

Anderson Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
Anderson, S. C
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Relax With a

Marxman Fine Pipe
The Marxman
BENCHMADE

The Best In Pipe Smoking"
The .Marxman
The Marxman
JUMBO

SUPER BRIAR
Priced at
$3.50... $5.00... $7,50 ,,, 10.00

The Marxman
MEL-O-BRIAR

*

When You Want a Real

Steak

GREETING CARDS

DROP IN AT

THE L C. MARTIN DRUG CO

THE CLEMSON CAFETERIA
Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students

(DOROTHY ~&TE

ftleS-MLE fo*IJ)E/2i>008T

Red Cross Drive
Goes Over Top

Dr. C. Norton Will
Speak at Methodist
Church Next Week

1

Stone Brothers

■vv

JUNIOR-SENIOR

**!

t

CL£MSON
COLLGG€

"Doc" Wardls Real
Friend To Students

"IN THE YMCA"

P. S. McCollum, Owner

t

"The Official College Book and Supply Store"
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